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Dear Friend,

On behalf of the 5th World Parkinson Congress (WPC2019) Fundraising Committee, we invite you to support
the WPC 2019, to be held at the International Conference Center in Kyoto, Japan from June 4 – 7, 2019.
The WPC 2019 will once again unite the global Parkinson community for a high-level, scientific, and
educational program. Organized into four days of pre-congress courses, plenary sessions, workshops, and
discussions, WPC 2019 will explore the most recent and cutting edge basic science and clinical research as
well as advances in treatments designed to improve care and quality of life for people living with Parkinson’s
disease.
We expect delegates to come from more than 60 countries and to represent neuroscientists, movement
disorder specialists, geriatricians, clinicians, nurses, rehabilitation specialists, people with Parkinson’s, care
partners, policy makers and others. The WPC 2019 follows on the success of the most recent WPC 2016 in
Portland, Oregon, USA, which attracted 4,546 delegates from 67 countries. The triennial World Parkinson
Congresses provide a unique opportunity for the Parkinson community to learn about the latest developments
in the field of Parkinson’s disease and for sponsors to meet some of the world’s leaders across the Parkinson
space form the researchers, clinicians, and patient advocates. The experience for sponsors is unparalleled in
the world of Parkinson conferences.
We look to our supporters in the pharmaceutical industry, corporate world, and nonprofit community to ensure
the success of this very important meeting through contributions and partnerships.
Please review the attached prospectus and consider supporting the WPC 2019. Many of the items are limited
and offered on a first-come, first-served basis. Don’t miss out!
We look forward to seeing you in Kyoto and to thanking you in person for your generous support.

Sincerely,

Rajesh Pahwa, MD

Stuart Isaacson, MD

University of Kansas Medical Center, USA
Co-Chair, WPC 2019 Fundraising Committee

Boca Raton Regional Hospital, FL, USA
Co-Chair, WPC 2019 Fundraising Committee

Yoshio Tsuboi, MD

Kazushi Takahashi, MD

Fukuoka University, Japan
Co-Chair, WPC 2019 Fundraising Committee

Saitama Medical University, Japan
Co-Chair, WPC 2019 Fundraising Committee
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The World Parkinson Coalition (WPC Inc.) is a small, New York-based non-profit
organization that designs and hosts each triennial World Parkinson Congress. The WPC Inc.
was founded in 2004 and has hosted four successful international Congresses since that
time. In between Congresses, the WPC Inc. hosts annual WPC Scientific Update webcasts to
keep the international community connected and to ensure widespread access to the latest
breaking research.

Board of Directors
President:
President-Elect:
Vice President:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Directors:

ABOUT
THE WORLD
PARKINSON
CONGRESSES

Serge Przedborski, MD, PhD
A. Jon Stoessl, CM, MD, FRCPC
Marie-Françoise Chesselet, MD, PhD
Patricia Davies
Etienne Hirsch, PhD
Roger Barker, PhD, MRCP
Patrik Brundin, MD, PhD
Yoshikuni Mizuno, MD

Each World Parkinson Congress is a highly scientific international forum for the latest
scientific discoveries, medical practices, and care initiatives related to Parkinson’s disease. Each
Congress brings movement disorder specialists, physicians, neuroscientists, neurologists,
nurses, rehabilitation specialists, care partners, family members, people with Parkinson’s,
along with government and policy representatives together under one roof, for an engaging
dialogue to help expedite the discovery of a cure and identify best treatment practices for this
devastating disease.
The official language of the World Parkinson Congress is English. WPC 2019 is open to
citizens of ALL countries. A special track will be offered in Japanese to families and people
with Parkinson’s in Kyoto.

Congress Objectives
WEBSITE
The Congress website
contains all details relating
to the WPC 2019 at
WPC2019.org.
It is continually being
updated, so please make
it your first “stop” when
searching for details
about the Congress.
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n

To provide a forum for the presentation of high quality and original basic and
clinical scientific research.

n

To promote the exchange of clinical, practical, and scientific ideas.

n

To provide an educational program appropriate for all those interested
in Parkinson’s disease.

n

To offer continuing education opportunities for health professionals.

n

To give delegates the opportunity to network with colleagues and peers from
the global PD community.

n

To allow those living with Parkinson’s disease the opportunity to interact with and
influence those involved in the treatment of, or research into, PD, and conversely,
to give clinicians and scientists an insight into the perspective of someone living
with the disease.

n

To allow participants to keep up-to-date with industry research and developments.

WPC
2019
K Y O T O ,

J A P A N

Promotional Efforts
List of promotional material published by the WPC and distributed to the WPC community
and its 190+ Organizational Partners with an outreach of over 200,000 members and
supporters (subject to change).
1. First Announcement, paper flyer, outreach: 60,0000 printed
2. Posters, outreach: 2,000 printed
3. Video Competition Announcement: 20,000 printed
4. Support & Exhibition Prospectus: 3,000 hard copies and 10,000 digital copies
5. Provisional Program and Call for Abstracts, outreach:
5,000 hard copies & 15,000 digital copies
6. Pre-Congress Courses mailer, outreach: 5,000 people
7. WPC Podcast, outreach: Estimated 25,000 people reached
8. Mobile App: Over 2,000 downloads
9. USB with abstracts: handout to all delegates onsite and available for download via 		
WPC web site & Event Mobile App, over 10,000 people reached
10. Final Program: handout to all delegates and available for download
on WPC website, 5,000 people reached
11. Monthly WPC E-newsletter: over 10,000 WPC contacts and 190+ Organizational
Partners with outreach to over 200,000 members

5
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COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Committee membership will be growing throughout 2017.

STEERING
COMMITTEE

BASIC SCIENCE
SUBCOMMITTEE

COMMUNICATIONS
COMMITTEE

Co-Chair: A. Jon Stoessl, CM, MD, FRCPC *

Co-Chair: Etienne Hirsch, PhD *

Co-Chair: Marie-Francoise Chesselet, MD, PhD *

Co-Chair: Hideki Mochizuki, MD, PhD

Roger Barker, BS, MBBS, PhD, FMed Sci *

Veerle Baekelandt, PhD

Maria Barretto, PhD

Patrik Brundin, MD, PhD *

Patricia Davies *

Paolo Calabresi, MD

Marian Emr

Angela Cenci, MD

Christopher G. Goetz, MD

Frank Church, PhD

Yoshikuni Mizuno, MD *

Mark Cookson, PhD

Chair: Elizabeth “Eli” Pollard
Co-Chair: Keiko Uyama
USA: Andrea Aidekman
Australia: Emma Collins
Canada: Marina Joseph
Malaysia: Sara Lew
New Zealand: Deirdre O’Sullivan
USA: Leilani Pearl

Knut Johan Onarheim

Glenda Halliday, BSc, PhD

Serge Przedborski, MD, PhD *

Nobutaka Hattori, MD, PhD
Marina Romero-Ramos, PhD

FUNDRAISING
COMMITTEE
Co-Chair: Stuart Isaacson, MD
Co-Chair: Raj Pahwa, MD
Co-Chair: Yoshio Tsuboi, MD, PhD
Co-Chair: Kazushi Takahashi, MD, PhD
Genko Oyama, MD, PhD
K. Ray Chaudhuri, DSc, FRCP, MD

Debi Roberson, PhD
Beth-Anne Seiber, PhD
Jim Surmeier, PhD
Ryosuke Takahashi, MD, PhD
Malu Tansey, PhD

CLINICAL SUBCOMMITTEE
Chair: Roger Barker, BS, MBBS, PhD, FMed Sci
Co-Chair: Atsushi Takeda, MD, PhD
Tim Anderson, FRACP, MD
Angelo Antonini, PhD
Tom Foltynie, MD, PhD
Susan Fox, MD, PhD

COMPREHENSIVE CARE/
QUALITY OF LIFE
Co-Chair: Miho Murata, MD, PhD
Julio Angulo, PhD
Elaine Book, SW
Gila Bronner, MHP, MSW
Julie Carter, RN, MN, ANP
Peter Fletcher, MB BCh, MSc
Akito Hayashi, MD
Hanneke Kalf, PhD, MSc
Kenichi Kashihara, MD, PhD

Jennifer Goldman, MD, MS

Lucie Lachance, RN

Simon Lewis, MB BCh, BSc, MD

Victor McConvey, RN

Helen Matthews

Andy McDowell

Elena Moro, MD, PhD

Michael Okun, MD

Per Odin, MD, PhD

Hirohide Takahashi, MD

Linda Olson, MD, FACR
Susanne A. Schneider, MD, PhD
Anette Schrag, MD, PhD
Barry Snow, MD
Carolyn Sue, MBBS, PhD, FRACP
Jun Takahashi, MD, PhD

Co-Chair: Steve Ford
Co-Chair: Maria Barretto, PhD
Emma Collins
Sara Lew
Deirdre O’Sullivan

Marie Vidailhet, PhD

Co-Chair: Anne-Louise LaFontaine, MD

PROGRAM
COMMITTEE

LEADERSHIP FORUM
COMMITTEE

LOCAL ORGANIZING
COMMITTEE
Co-Chair: Nobutaka Hattori, MD, PhD
Co-Chair: Ryosuke Takahashi, MD, PhD
Hidefumi Ito, MD, PhD
Ryuji Kaji, MD, PhD
Ken-ichi Kashihara, MD, PhD
Hideki Mochizuki, MD, PhD
Miho Murata, MD, PhD
Hiroshi Nakamura, MD, PhD
Yoshiko Okada, MD
Satoshi Orimo, MD, PhD
Nobukatsu Sawamoto, MD, PhD
Yasushi Shimo, MD, PhD
Kazushi Takahashi, MD, PhD
Atsushi Takeda, MD, PhD
Tatsushi Toda, MD, PhD
Yoshio Tsuboi, MD, PhD
Yoshikazu Ugawa, MD, PhD

ADVOCATES
COMMITTEE
Co-Chair: Tim Hague
Co-Chair: Tamami Nose
Co-Chair: Sara Riggare

Håkan Widner, MD, PhD
* World Parkinson Coalition Board Member
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PROGRAM-AT-A-GLANCE
TUESDAY

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

JUNE 6

JUNE 7

8:00 AM
9:00 AM

Hot Topics

Hot Topics

Hot Topics

9:00 AM
9:15 AM

WPC Award

WPC Award

WPC Award

9:30 AM
11:30 AM

Morning Plenary

Morning Plenary

Morning Plenary

Parallel Sessions
&
Workshops

3:30 PM
5:00 PM

Parallel Sessions
&
Workshops

5:15 PM
6:30 PM

Poster Tours
&
End-of-Day
Wrap-Up

Opening
Ceremony

(5:45 - 6:45 PM)

6:30 PM
9:30 PM

Welcome
Reception
(7:00 - 9:00 PM)

Exhibition

Coffee Break

Coffee Break
Parallel Sessions
&
Workshops

Poster Tours
&
End-of-Day
Wrap-Up

Exhibition

Parallel Sessions
&
Workshops

Poster
Session

Exhibition

Poster
Session

(11: 00 AM - 6:45 PM)

James
Parkinson
Lecture

(11: 00 AM - 6:45 PM)

1:30 PM
3: 00 PM

PRE-CONGRESS COURSES

11:30 AM
1:30 PM

JUNE 5

(11:00 AM - 2:00 PM)

WEDNESDAY

JUNE 4

Parallel Sessions
&
Workshops

Coffee Break
Parallel Sessions
&
Workshops

End-of-Day
Wrap-Up
Closing Remarks
& Raffle

Networking
Events:
RNs, PTs. OTs,
SLPs, SWs
(6:30 - 8:00 PM)

Special
Evening Event

Special
Evening Event

(7:30 - 9:30 PM)

(7:30 - 9:30 PM)
7
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ATTENDANCE HISTORY
PAST CONGRESSES AND ATTENDANCE NUMBERS

ATTENDEES
BY COUNTRY
OF ORIGIN

ATTENDEES
BY REGISTRATION
CATEGORY

WPC 2016 in Portland, Oregon, USA

4,546 delegates from 67 countries

WPC 2013 in Montreal, Canada

3,334 delegates from 64 countries

WPC 2010 in Glasgow, Scotland, UK

3,025 delegates from 70 countries

WPC 2006 in Washington, DC, USA

3,156 delegates from 56 countries

COUNTRY

WPC
2016
Portland
USA

WPC
2013
Montreal
Canada

WPC
2010
Scotland
UK

European

6.7%

15%

72%

USA/Canada

85%

78%

17%

East Asia, Central Asia
& Russian Federation

1.4%

2%

4%

Southern Asia/SE Asia/
Australia/South Pacific

4.8%

2.5%

3.5%

Mexico, Central/
South America & Caribbean

1.3%

2%

2%

African/Middle East

0.8%

1%

1.5%

WPC
2016

WPC
2013

WPC
2010

Doctors, Neurologists, Neuroscientists

670

906

1,198

Nurses, Rehab Specialists,
Non-Profit Workers

713

437

412

Students (post-docs, fellows, others)

146

190

202

1,229

750

379

Caregivers/Family

918

499

160

Sponsors & Exhibitors

399

141

314

Speakers

177

190

201

Volunteers, Staff, Committee Members,
Grantees, Media

258

156

111

Accompanying Persons

36

65

48

4,546

3,334

3,025

REGISTRATION CATEGORY
FOR ACTIVE PARTICIPANTS

People with Parkinson’s

TOTAL :
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KYOTO, THE MEETING PLACE

KYOTO: A HARMONY
OF TRADITION
AND INNOVATION

Founded over 1,200 years ago, Kyoto enjoys a unique combination of outstanding
traditional architecture and beautiful nature alongside a cutting-edge culture of
learning, research, and business. Proud conservators of Japanese heritage, from tea
ceremony and sake brewing to kimono wearing, swordsmanship and more, the city’s
1.5 million inhabitants are also knowledge leaders and innovators, with 12 of the country’s
22 Nobel laureates having a direct connection to the city and her institutions.
Amidst the dynamic modernity of today’s Japan, this ancient capital offers a plethora of
temples, gardens, palaces and shrines to explore, including 17 UNESCO World Cultural
Heritage Sites. Compact and accessible with an excellent transit system, Kyoto is a safe
and friendly destination for travelers.

THE VENUE: KYOTO
INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE CENTER

The 5th World Parkinson Congress will be held in the Kyoto International Conference
Centre (KICC), located at Takaragaike, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 606-0001 Japan. While based
on traditional Japanese styles, the architecture has a modern, richly individual
sense, including three-dimensional and spatial art forms as part of the interior and a
comfortably spacious lobby and lounge. With a splendid Japanese-style garden facing the
Takaragaike Lake for delegates to walk through, everything is unified into a conference
center that stimulates rich exchange and interaction.
The Kyoto International Conference Center is centrally located and easily accessible
from the airport by train.

9
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CONTACT INFORMATION
SUPPORT
ENQUIRIES
EXHIBITION
SALES

HOUSING
BUREAU

Elizabeth Pollard, Executive Director
World Parkinson Coalition, Inc.
1359 Broadway, Suite 1509, New York, NY 10018 USA

Tel: +1 212-923-4700
Fax: +1 212-923-4778
eli@worldpdcoalition.org

		
		
		
		

Tel: +1 514-287-9898 ext. 225
Fax: +1 514-287-1248
exhibit@worldpdcoalition.org

WPC 2019 Exhibition Sales
JPdL International
1555 Peel Street, Suite 500
Montréal, QC H3A 3L8 Canada

To make your trip to Kyoto a seamless experience, we are working with a Japan-based
company to manage the official WPC 2019 Housing Bureau and coordinate all hotel
needs for people attending the congress. We encourage all participants to visit our web
site WPC2019.org to connect to the WPC 2019 Housing Bureau and book their rooms
for all individual and group requirements.

IMPORTANT

DATES

July 2018
n
n

WPC 2019 Video competition opens
Abstract submission opens

September 2018
n

Registration and housing opens

October 2018
n

Travel grants application opens

November 2018
n

Abstract submission deadline

December 2018
n
n

Early-bird exhibitor rate deadline
Travel grants application deadline

January 2019
n

10

WPC 2019 video competition closes

February 2019
n

Early registration deadline

March 2019
WPC 2016 People’s Choice
		 Award voting
n Call for late breaking abstracts
n

April 2019
Technical manual for sponsors
		 and exhibitors available online

n

May 2019
Mobile app available
		 for download

n

June 4, 2019
5th World Parkinson
		 Congress opens

n

WPC
2019
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TESTIMONIALS
See Tim’s WPC testimonial
http://bit.ly/2pbDHMg

- Tim Hague, RN, WPC Committee member, and Person with Parkinson’s

“That was my first experience at a conference of that level. I was extremely pleased. Only wish
I could have gone to every session.”
- Non-Profit Worker

“It was my first experience in the Parkinson’s world and it was a very positive experience for me.
Moving me to tears, to laughter, and aha moments. Being among Parkys and scientists was
PERFECT. Please keep that aspect. I think it is part of what makes WPC shine.”
- Post-Doctoral Student

“This was a very well organized congress with lots of variety. The committee who put this
together are to be commended. I think it was one of the best conferences I’ve been to.”
- Speech Language Pathologist

“I’ve gone to many professional conferences. This one was by far the best planned in just about
every way. I will never part with my copy of the 131-page Final Program (or the disclosure list).
It is a testament to all of the planning that went into this Congress.”
- Care Partner

“I really enjoyed this conference and was happy to have been informed about it and glad that
I attended. I would have liked to have spent more time at the entire event and hopefully, in
2019, I will be able to do that”
- Clinical Researcher

View video testimonials here
http://bit.ly/2pyCnjb

WPC

2019
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SUPPORT OPPORTUNITIES
The following pages include support opportunities available
for the WPC 2019. All prices are listed in US dollars.
TAXES
Consumption tax in Japan, known as VAT, GST, or sales tax in
other countries, is a flat rate of 8%. Applicable taxes will be added
to items that are sponsored or purchased for use in Japan, such
as exhibit spaces and CME educational sessions.
COMMIT BY JUNE 8th, 2018 to be included in both the printed and
digital version of the provisional program and gain additional
exposure leading up to the Congress.

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM
1

EDUCATIONAL
SYMPOSIA
(CME)
Tuesday, June 4, 2019
8:00 AM – 5:30 PM

Educational Symposia offer a tremendous opportunity to provide education, demonstrate
your company’s commitment to research and quality patient care, while building your
corporate brand. Each symposium is set at a unique time. CME will be given for the
Educational Symposia.
8:00 – 9:30 AM (90 minutes) – Panel slots
$15,000 per slot . . . Maximum of 4 slots (4 Panelists)
Theme: Technology and Parkinson’s
Share details about your emerging technology that is being designed to impact and
improve the lives of people living with PD. Whether it’s a website or mobile app that you
can access to see stats, or a wearable device that measures tremors and other symptoms,
secure a spot on this coveted Technology Panel.
9:45 – 10:45 AM (60 minutes)
$50,000
11:15 AM – 12:15 PM (60 minutes)
$50,000
1:15 – 1:30 PM (75 minutes)
$75,000 . . . . . . . . . . Exclusive
1:45 – 3:00 PM (75 minutes)
$75,000 . . . . . . . . . . Exclusive
3:30 – 5:30 PM (2 hours)
$150,000 . . . . . . . . Exclusive
Supporter Recognition: Recognized on the WPC website, in the WPC eNews, in the final
program, on the mobile app, and on event signage. WPC to promote the session to the
appropriate registrant list.
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SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM
2

NON CME
SESSION

$200,000 . . . . . . . . . . Maximum 3
Note: One per day, held over lunch hour. Location at Grand Prince Hotel across from
convention center.
This non-CME symposium allows your team to set the overall program and choose
the speakers. This session offers a fantastic opportunity to educate delegates while
demonstrating your company’s commitment to research and quality patient care, all
while promoting your brand.
Supporter Recognition: Recognized as Platinum support on the WPC website, in the
WPC eNews, in the final program, on the mobile app, and on event signage. WPC will
work with sponsor to send emails to preferred delegates prior to the WPC to promote
the session. Privilege to send printed invitations, via 3rd party mail house, to preferred
delegates prior to WPC 2019.

3

WPC 2019
EDUCATIONAL
SESSIONS
(CME)

Associate your company name and brand with any one of the educational sessions that
are part of the official program and that all offer CME. To optimize visibility, supporters
can select the session topic of their choice once the Provisional Program is announced in
July 2018. All topic and speaker selections are made by the WPC program committee in
accordance with ACCME guidelines. One sponsor permitted per session.
$16,000 . . . Exclusive for all 3
Support Hot Topics series (3 hours)

$5,000 . . . . . . . . . . Maximum 18
Support a Workshop (90 minutes)

$12,500 . . . . . . . . Maximum 3
Support a Plenary Session* (2 hours)

$5,000 . . . . . . . . . . Maximum 6
Support a Round Table session (90 minutes)

$7,500 . . . . . . . . . . Maximum 24
Support a Parallel Session (90 minutes)
Supporter Recognition: Recognized on the WPC website, in the WPC eNews, in the final
program, on the mobile app, and on event signage. Email sent to all delegates prior to
the WPC to promote your support of this session.
* Plenary sessions will be taped and archived. Supporters of Plenary sessions will receive extra recognition via the webcast
during the WPC and for the year following the Congress.

4

GENERAL
GRANT

This is an opportunity to support the WPC 2019 with a general grant for any desired
amount to be applied to the Congress at the WPC’s discretion. This is an amazing way
to support the World Parkinson Congress and receive acknowledgement leading up to
and during the WPC 2019 all while knowing you are helping the Coalition where it is
needed most.
Supporter Recognition: Recognized on the WPC website, in the WPC eNews, in the
final program, on the mobile app, and on event signage. Visibility can be discussed on a
case-by-case basis, but will generally follow the recognition levels on pages 31–32.
13
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SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM
5

PRE-CONGRESS
COURSES

These full-day dynamic pre-congress courses on Tuesday, June 4th touch on a variety of
relevant and current Parkinson’s-related issues. At the WPC 2016, over 45% of delegates
signed up to attend the three pre-congress courses. Coffee break and boxed lunch included
for participants.
Supporter Recognition: Recognized on the WPC website, in the WPC eNews, in the final
program, on the mobile app, and on event signage. Announcement in pre-congress course
mailer, a reminder on the mobile app 12 hours prior to the course, 4 – 8 tickets (depending
on support level) for the session for staff, mention on screen between sessions and during
refreshment breaks.

COURSE I

Fundamentals of PD Supporter		
$65,000 . . . . . . . . Exclusive
$25,000 . . . . . . . . Maximum 3
Note: This session will have simultaneous interpretation into Japanese.
The sessions in this course are aimed at those interested in learning about the
clinical aspects of Parkinson’s and to better understand the daily issues facing people with
PD. It promises to cover a broad range of topics including, but not limited to: explaining
Parkinson’s, its pathology and possible causes of the disease, looking at non-motor
symptoms and the possible diagnosis before onset, current and future therapies, and
clinical trials. One coffee break and a boxed lunch will be served to attendees.

COURSE II

Interdisciplinary Care and PD Supporter		
$45,000 . . . . . . . . Exclusive
$25,000 . . . . . . . . Maximum 2
This course is for those interested in learning about interdisciplinary care and PD. It will
cover a broad range of topics including, but not limited to: leading models of team care,
roles of various team members, and steps on implementing interdisciplinary care in one’s
clinic. Two coffee breaks, and a boxed lunch will be served to attendees.

COURSE III

Science and Advocacy Supporter
Sessions in this section are all CME and are offered on a first-come, first-served basis at a
range of levels. All topics and speakers are selected by the WPC Program Committee. See
breakdown of Educational Symposia (CME) session times and fees on page 12.

14
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SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM
6

JAMES
PARKINSON
LECTURE

$10,000 . . . . . . . . Exclusive
Support the 3rd James Parkinson Lecture on the first full day of the Congress. The lecturer
who delivers this talk will be an eminent Parkinsonologist and globally recognized for his
or her work in the field. She/he will give a broad and impactful talk on Parkinson’s today
and expectations for the future. This session will both educate and inspire the audience.
Supporter Recognition: Recognized on the WPC website, in the WPC eNews, in the final
program, on the mobile app, and on event signage. Recognized in special section in Final
Program announcing the special guest lecturer, chosen by WPC leadership, and also on a
PowerPoint slide at the beginning of the lecture. Opportunity to assist WPC in recognizing
the lecturer and in giving her/him their plaque after their presentation.

15
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CONGRESS ACTIVITIES
1

WELLNESS
WAY

$40,000 . . . . . . . . Exclusive
$12,000 . . . . . . . . Maximum 5
Offering an oasis from the hustle and bustle of the WPC, the area of the Congress we call
the Wellness Way will provide four rooms where delegates can take a break from the
science and rest their feet. All these spaces have one thing in common: giving individuals
the tools necessary to better care for themselves and ultimately lead a better life.

RENEWAL
ROOM

For the enrichment and fun of our delegates, the Renewal Room will feature an
extensive program full of interactive sessions such as yoga, dance, singing, drumming
and other musical activities.

MASSAGE
ROOM

A place to relax and unwind, the Massage Room will offer trained massage therapists at
select times each day for complimentary 15-minute massages to ease the stresses of the day.

QUIET
ROOM

A perfect place for delegates to rest, practice meditation, allow medications to take effect
or use as a prayer room. Comfortable seating and water will be available.

CARE PARTNER
LOUNGE

The Care Partner Lounge will be a safe space for caregivers to meet and greet each other
and will be used both as a support group space and space for a formal talk each day
geared to caregivers.
Supporter Recognition: Recognized on the WPC website, in the WPC eNews, in the final
program, on the mobile app, and on event signage. Opportunity to have your materials
on the Resource Table in the Care Partner Lounge. Also recognized in the pre-congress
mailer to go out in April 2019, alerting delegates to special activities going on at the
Congress.

2

WPC 2019
VIDEO
COMPETITION

$28,000 . . . . . . . . Exclusive
With over 250 past video submissions and a combined 250,000 YouTube views, the
WPC Video Competition is already revving up for an amazing show. The Top 12 Videos
will be presented at the WPC 2019, promoted to the media and go on to compete in
the WPC People’s Choice Award video competition. Both the Grand Prize and People’s
Choice Award winning videos will be announced and shown at the Opening Ceremony
on Tuesday, June 4, 2019.
Supporter Recognition: Recognized on the WPC website, in the WPC eNews, in the final
program, on the mobile app, and on event signage. Recognition starting one year prior
to the WPC 2019 when video competition is launched. The videos get played for years
after the Congress ends, ensuring great exposure for your company as a supporter of the
Parkinson’s community
View the winning video from WPC 2016 to get a sense of the Competition.
http://bit.ly/WPC2019VidComp
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3

WPC PODCAST
PROGRAM

$40,000 . . . . . . . . Exclusive
$25,000 . . . . . . . . Maximum 2
The countdown to the WPC 2019 will be aided by the WPC Parkinson Podcast Program,
a lively and intelligent podcast series to launch in June 2018 and run monthly until
WPC 2019. This is a follow up program to the wildly successful WPC Portland Countdown
podcast program that had more than 26,000 listeners in less than two years.
Supporter Recognition: Recognized on the WPC website, in the WPC eNews, in the final
program, on the mobile app, and on event signage. Recognition starting one year prior to
the WPC 2019 at the launch of the podcast program in press releases, on WPC website,
and on social media outreach. Acknowledged on each podcast as the sponsor of the
program and in any printed postcards/ adverts created announcing the podcast program.

4

SPECIAL EXHIBIT:
WPC ART WALK

$26,000 . . . . . . . . Exclusive
$15,000 . . . . . . . . Maximum 2

PHOTO
GALLERY

The Faces of Parkinson’s: Global Reflections exhibit will debut in Kyoto! We will bring
to life the images from the book created at the WPC 2016 and other portait projects.
This moving exhibit will elevate awareness, highlight a diverse range of community
members who are touched by Parkinson’s, and showcase how we impact each other and
how our efforts are entwined in our search for a cure.

MUSICAL
CAFES

Music, whether vocal or instrumental, plays a big part in therapy for many people with
Parkinson’s. As the supporter of the WPC Art Walk, you will help bring to life the Musical
performances at the WPC 2019. A popular part of past WPCs, support the musical
performances that will personalize the WPC experience and enhance the delegates’
experience.
Supporter Recognition: Recognized on the WPC website, in the WPC eNews, in the final
program, on the mobile app, and on event signage in the Special Exhibit Photo Gallery
and at each Musical Café performance.
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5

BUDDIES
PROGRAM &
RECEPTION

$15,000 . . . . . . . . Exclusive
		
The WPC Buddies Program was designed to connect delegates (people with Parkinson’s
and/or care partners) with each other prior to the start of the Congress. Many delegates
who attend the WPC look forward to not only learning about Parkinson’s, but also to
meeting people in the community. The Buddies Program helps facilitate that networking
by connecting or “matching” interested delegates prior to the start of the Congress. The
WPC 2016 saw nearly 400 delegates get matched prior to arriving in Portland, many of
whom are still in touch today.
Support this unique program and make your mark on the Parkinson’s community
by helping to build lasting relationships and reminding people with Parkinson’s and
caregivers that they are not alone.
Supporter Recognition: Recognized on the WPC website, in the WPC eNews, in the
final program, on the mobile app, in the Buddies application process, on event signage,
promotional postcards, sign boards at the Congress, and at the Buddies Reception on
Tuesday, June 4 just prior to the Opening Ceremony. Four tickets to attend the Buddies
Reception where Buddies will meet their partner and connect in person, many for the
first time.

6

BOOK NOOK

$12,000 . . . . . . . . Exclusive
		
The WPC Book Nook is a space in the heart of the exhibition where delegates will be
able to thumb through recently published books about Parkinson’s and a few older
publications that are just extremely popular. The Book Nook gives delegates a chance
to learn about, connect with, and be inspired by authors and publications. This space
will be open during exhibit hall hours and will have a daily Meet and Greet session with
the author.
Supporter Recognition: Recognized on the WPC website, in the WPC eNews, in the final
program, on the mobile app, and on event signage. Chance to meet privately with the
authors to discuss the books on display.
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1

STANLEY
FAHN YOUNG
INVESTIGATOR
AWARD (SFYIA)

$10,000 . . . . . . . . Exclusive
Help support an up-and-coming young investigator through this investigator award.
Named after Dr. Stanley Fahn, WPC Founder and President from 2004 to 2013, this
award will go to just one outstanding young investigator who is selected by the WPC
leadership for his/her submission for poster abstract consideration. The recipient will
be chosen from the 12 Hot Topics presenters and announced at the Closing Ceremony.
Supporter Recognition: Recognized on the WPC website, in the WPC eNews, in the
final program, on the mobile app, on event signage and on a PowerPoint slide at the
beginning of the winner’s talk. Opportunity to join winner on stage with WPC Leaders to
present the award and be a part of the photo session.

2

CLINICAL
RESEARCH
VILLAGE (CRV)

$15,000 . . . . . . . . Exclusive
The CRV will be a dynamic and exciting place in the Exhibition Hall for members of the
community to learn about clinical trials and their role in finding the cure for Parkinson’s.
Presenters in the CRV will hold small, intimate talks about clinical trials, why they are
important, what questions participants should ask before joining, what rights patients
have after they’ve signed up, and how participants can better help the coordinators.
Supporter Recognition: Recognized on the WPC website, in the WPC eNews, in the final
program, on the mobile app, and on event signage in the Village area.
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3

EXHIBIT HALL
PASSPORT

$2,000 per slot. . . . . Maximum 9
Receive extra exposure in the Exhibit Hall by being a part of the WPC 2019 Passport!
Only 9 companies will get a coveted spot on this passport. In 2016, the 9 slots sold out
rapidly, so be early! Passports are designed for delegates to make their way around the
hall visiting each booth for a stamp. Passports that are full can then be entered into a
drawing for a free mini iPad. Drawings will be held three times during the Congress.
Special discount offer for supporters at Bronze level or higher:
$1,500 per slot
Supporter Recognition: Recognized on the WPC website, on the mobile app, and on
event signage. Recognition on WPC website as a WPC Passport participant, on printed
WPC 2019 Passport, and on signage in the Raffle area.

4

PARTNERS
LEADERSHIP
DAY &
LUNCHEON

$40,000 . . . . . . . . . . Exclusive
$10,000 . . . . . . . . . . Maximum 5
WPC 2019 Organizing Committee will host a daylong session, Monday, June 3, 2019,
prior to the Congress, that will be open to the leadership of nearly 200 patient and
professional partnering organizations. The daylong session will look at the most pressing
issues nonprofit groups working with or serving the Parkinson’s community face today.
Supporter Recognition: Recognized on the WPC website, in the WPC eNews, on event
signage and from the podium. Two seats to attend the full day including lunch, opportunity to meet the leaders of the global Parkinson’s nonprofit and advocacy community
in person and to hear the challenges they are facing and issues they most want to see
addressed for their community back home. Be a part of the networking as invaluable
collaborations are made.

5

NUTRITION
& WELLNESS
PROGRAM

$35,000 . . . . . . . . . . Maximum of 5 sponsors
Support the Nutrition & Wellness agenda at the Congress. Be a sponsor of the talk(s) in
the program that focus on nutrition, sponsor the coffee breaks, sponsor the WPC cooking
demo showcasing easy-to-prepare health meals that impact the well-being of people with
Parkinson’s.
Supporter Recognition: Signage at all coffee breaks, recognition on the screen & from
the podium in the nutrition talk(s), recognition at the cooking demo and all promotional
digital messaging that goes out ahead of time to drive up participation and during the
event itself.
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WEBCAST

$100,000 . . . . . . Exclusive
$40,000 . . . . . . . . Maximum 3
Get maximum exposure by supporting the webcasting of key WPC sessions, including the
Opening Ceremony, three Hot Topics sessions, three morning plenary talks, six parallel
sessions over the course of the Congress and three End of the Day Wrap-up sessions.
Webcast sessions will be accessible to the global Parkinson’s community for two full years
after the WPC 2019 ends, meaning your support of the WPC will be seen for an extended
period by the international community. Participants will be notified of the webcasting and
the sponsor on site.
Link to World Parkinson Congress 2016 webcast.
http://www.worldpdcoalition.org/WPC2016Videos

Supporter Recognition: Recognized on the WPC website, on the mobile app, in the
final program, on event signage, at the beginning of each video, and on post-congress
promotional materials. Sponsoring the webcast allows you to reach thousands of people,
across the globe, who cannot physically attend the congress.

7

POWER UP
LOUNGE

$32,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Exclusive
$18,000 per Lounge . . . . . . Maximum 2 (2 separate locations)
Located at the convention center, the Power Up Lounge will include computer stations
with internet access as well as charging stations for mobile devices.
Supporter Recognition: Recognized on the WPC website, on the mobile app, in the
final program, and signage around the area. The company’s website will be the default
homepage on the computers and the company’s logo will be set as the screen saver.

8

JAPANESE
INTERPRETATION

$50,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Exclusive
$15,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Maximum 4
Help make the WPC accessible to all delegates, ensuring that those who speak Japanese
have access to the leaders and key ideas.
Supporter Recognition: Recognized on the WPC website, on the mobile app, in the
final program, at start of each plenary with a slide (three mornings) and during the
pre-congress course ‘Fundamentals of PD Supporter’.
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9

CONGRESS
T-SHIRT FOR
VOLUNTEERS
AND STAFF

$12,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Exclusive
$4,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Maximum 4
Let others do your promotion for you with our Congress t-shirts. Sported by our staff
and volunteers, these tees will be walking the Convention Center floor throughout the
Congress for all eyes to see. This opportunity is available for non-pharmaceutical
companies.
Supporter Recognition: Recognized on the WPC website, in the WPC eNews, in the
final program, on the mobile app, and on event signage. Logo within the program where
volunteers are mentioned; logo on t-shirt, along with WPC branding.

10

SPEAKER VIP
LOUNGE

$18,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Exclusive
Speakers will use the VIP Lounge to upload their presentations and to network between
sessions in a quiet environment. Open only to presenters and the official sponsor of the
room, this is a great place for your company to be recognized by the leaders in the field.
Fruit and beverages offered throughout day in the VIP Room, including water, coffee, tea.
Supporter Recognition: Recognized on the WPC website, in the WPC eNews, in the final
program, on the mobile app, on event signage.

11

GUIDED
POSTER TOURS

2 nights only!

$18,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Exclusive
For two evenings during the WPC, delegates will be able to participate in Guided Poster
Tours. Hosted by leaders in the field, tours will be broken down into narrow topics and
offer participants a chance to hear directly from a select few poster authors. Always a
lively time at the WPC, help make it even more fun by sponsoring this evening to ensure
tour participants have a non-alcoholic beverage and snack in hand. This is often a place
where young researchers and clinicians get to share their work for the first time with
others and it’s often a great networking and inspiring experience for participants.
Supporter Recognition: Recognized on the WPC website, in the WPC eNews, in the final
program, on the mobile app and on event signage.
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PHOTO BOOTH

$10,000 . . . . . . . . Exclusive
Located in the exhibit hall, the Photo Booth (3 m x 3 m booth) will feature a giant frame
and backdrop so attendees can take WPC memento photos with their mobile devices
(individual or group). An excellent opportunity for social media exposure when Parky the
Raccoon mascot makes an appearance at the booth to take photos with the delegates.
Support Recognition: Recognized on the WPC website, in the WPC eNews, in the final
program, on the mobile app, and on event signage. The booth can be branded to your
company logo and colors. The frame will be branded to the WPC.

WPC

2019
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CONFERENCE KEEPSAKES
1

DELEGATE
BAG

$45,000 . . . . . . . . Exclusive
(Supplied by WPC) Our delegate bags are a high-profile, much sought after item. The
supporter’s logo and branding will be printed on each bag along with the Congress logo.

2

USB STICK
WITH ALL
ABSTRACTS

Special Bonus!

$15,000 . . . . . . . . Exclusive
(Supplied by WPC) Supporter’s listed, along with the congress logo, will be displayed
on the thumb drive, to be distributed to nearly 4,000 congress participants. Supporter’s
name to be mentioned in the final program. This opportunity has shelf life as delegates
will take it home and continue to use it long after the Congress. WPC will also give copies
away at meetings immediately following the WPC 2019 so it will be picked up by others
in the community who could not attend the WPC 2019.
Support the toolkit along with the USB key and get a special 30% discount on the
toolkit, reducing cost of toolkit to $7,000. (See toolkit description on page 28.)

3

DELEGATE
BADGE
LANYARDS

$13,000 . . . . . . . . Exclusive
(Supplied by WPC) Supporter’s name/logo, along with the congress logo, will be
displayed on the lanyards, to be distributed to more than 3,500 congress participants.

4

KYOTO
CITY MAP

$8,000 . . . . . . . . . . Exclusive
(Supplied by supporter) These handy self-folding maps, which fit in a pocket or purse,
will help attendees find their way around Portland.
Supporter Recognition: Sponsor’s logo will be printed on the pop-out maps.

5

DELEGATE
GIVE-AWAY
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$5,000 . . . . . . . . . . Maximum 8
(Supplied by supporter) Supporters can provide items to enhance the delegates’
Congress experience. Supporters’ logo must be accompanied by the Congress logo on
each item. Giveaways to be pre-approved by the WPC.
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SOCIAL EVENING EVENTS
1

WELCOME
RECEPTION

$85,000 . . . . . . . . Exclusive
$20,000 . . . . . . . . Maximum 5
To take place on the evening of Tuesday, June 4 at the Convention Center. This event will
give delegates the chance to mingle with their colleagues in a relaxed atmosphere, with
drinks and hors d’oeuvres provided by the Congress. Approximately 2,000 participants
expected.
Supporter Recognition: Recognized on the WPC website, in the WPC eNews, in the final
program, on the mobile app, and on event signage.

2

WPC LEADERSHIP
RECEPTION

(Invitation only event)

$15,000 . . . . . . . . Exclusive
This reception puts the spotlight on the more than 100 leading health professionals,
researchers, and Parkinson advocates that have worked tirelessly to bring the 5th World
Parkinson Congress to fruition. Attend this invitation only event and meet with the world
leaders who helped make the WPC 2019 possible. This will be the only time the WPC
leadership will all be in one room together.
Supporter Recognition: Recognized on the WPC website, in the WPC eNews, in the
final program, on the mobile app, and on event signage. Supporter’s logo on the event
invitation, and verbal acknowledgment during the Reception. Six tickets will be allocated
to the supporting company.

3

WPC HEALTH
PROFESSIONAL
NETWORKING
SESSIONS

$30,000 . . . . . . . . Exclusive
$12,000 . . . . . . . . Maximum 3
Help support the gathering of specific health professionals during the Congress. It’s rare
for international communities of health professionals to meet each other at Parkinson’s
specific meetings. The WPC offers a perfect space to do just this! Help support these
gatherings and get your company in front of the leaders in these fields. Each community
will have a two-hour session with non-alcoholic beverages that will run simultaneously
the evening of Wednesday, June 5. The number of health care professionals who attend
these sessions is always growing: 800 people were in attendance at these sessions at the
WPC 2016. Help support these sessions:
n
n
n

Physical Therapists
Nurses
Occupational Therapists

n
n

Speech Language Pathologists
Social Workers

Supporter Recognition: Recognized on the WPC website, in the WPC eNews, in the final
program, on the mobile app, and on event signage. Recognized on PowerPoint slides at
start of event. Opportunity to send one representative to each networking session.
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4

MOVEMENT,
MUSIC AND
PARKINSON’S

$20,000 . . . . . . . . Exclusive
Live performances by members in the community will showcase the power and joy of
movement and music in impacting those living with Parkinson’s. Observe and participate
in some of the most uplifting and exciting performances during the week. Cookies and
non-alcoholic beverages will be served. Seating will be limited, therefore tickets will be
required. Event will take place at Headquarter Hotel.
Supporter Recognition: Recognized on the WPC website, in the WPC eNews, in the final
program, on the mobile app, and on event signage. Recognized in the welcome remarks
at event, and on PowerPoint slides at start of the evening. Four tickets to attend event.
Optional opportunity to brand napkins and soft drink cups with your company logo.

5

WPC AT
THE MOVIES

$15,000 . . . . . . . . Exclusive
Support this fun and lively evening event where we’ll highlight Parkinson’s in film. Both
documentaries and short videos from the WPC Video Competition will be shown with
opportunities to meet the director and actors behind these moving creations. Popcorn
and soft drinks will be served and seating will be limited, therefore tickets will be required.
Event will take place at Headquarter Hotel.
Supporter Recognition: Recognized on the WPC website, in the WPC eNews, in the
final program, on the mobile app, and on event signage. Recognized in the welcome
remarks at event, and on PowerPoint slides at start of the evening. Four tickets to
attend event. Optional opportunity to supply branded napkins and soft drink cups with
your company logo.

6

HOSPITALITY
SUITE
(at Kyoto
Convention
Center)

$5,000 (2 days) . . . . Limited availability
Enjoy your private hospitality meeting space at the convention center during 2 days of
the congress. Food & beverage requirements can be ordered directly through the center
and is the responsibility of the supporter. Initial room set-up is included and additional
costs may apply for room set-up changes requested by the supporter.
Supporter Recognition: Recognized on the WPC website, in the WPC eNews, in the final
program, on the mobile app, and on event signage.
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PRINT & DIGITAL ADVERTISING
OPPORTUNITIES
Special discount offered to our supporters and exhibitors for all print and
advertising opportunities (see page 32).

1

PROVISIONAL
PROGRAM
& CALL FOR
ABSTRACTS

$15,000 . . . . . . . . Exclusive
Hard copy and digital distribution to over 20,000 past delegates and WPC friends
and over 190 organizational partners with a potential extended reach of well over
400,000 people worldwide.
Supporter Recognition: Recognized on the WPC website, in the WPC eNews, in the final
program, and on the mobile app. Recognition on inside front cover of the provisional
program and one full-page ad in same (ads restricted to company ads only, not products).
Provisional program comes out nine months prior to the WPC 2019, giving incredible
exposure to the supporter that chooses this exclusive advertising opportunity.

2

FINAL
PROGRAM

$20,000 . . . . . . . . Exclusive inside back cover
Distribution: More than 3,500 hard copies remitted on site. Digital copies available for
download online at start of Congress.
Supporter Recognition: Recognized on the WPC website, in the WPC eNews, in the final
program, on the mobile app, and on event signage. Company ad on inside back cover
of the final program (ads restricted to company ads only, not products). Advertisement
privileges not exclusive, other advertisements permitted on inside pages.

3

FULL COLOR
ADVERTISING IN
FINAL PROGRAM

No product advertisements permitted in final program.
$5,000 . . . . . . . . . . Inside full page
$1,000 . . . . . . . . . . Quarter page
$2,000 . . . . . . . . . . Half page

4

TRANSPORTATION
CARD

$40,000 . . . . . . . . Exclusive
Put your brand right on the subway card of all 3,500 delegates. Incredible exposure as
this is something they will carry every day of the Congress as they commute to and from
the conference center.
Supporter Recognition: Recognized on the WPC website, in the final program, and on
the 3,500 cards used by our delegates.
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OPPORTUNITIES
Special discount offered to our supporters and exhibitors (see page 32).

5

CONGRESS
TOOLKIT

Special Bonus!

$10,000 . . . . . . . . Exclusive
Instructions and helpful hints on journeying to Kyoto will be distributed electronically to
all registered delegates (approx. 3,500) six weeks prior to the Congress in special outreach
email. Will also be highlighters in WPC eNews in May 2019 and on WPC social media
pages in weeks leading up to Congress. Add your own full-page message to the Toolkit,
showing your support of the WPC or inviting delegates to visit you at your booth. This
toolkit is brimming with tips for traveling and preparing for the congress experience.
Support the USB key and get the toolkit at a special 30% discount for $7,000.
(See USB details on page 24.)
Supporter Recognition: Recognized on the WPC website, in the WPC eNews, in the final
program, on the mobile app, and on event signage. Full-page advert in Congress Toolkit,
company listed as Toolkit sponsor, logo at the top of the email(s) sending out the Toolkit,
hyperlink to company website or special page you design for the WPC delegates. Sponsor
this item and drive traffic to your website before they even reach Kyoto.

6

MOBILE
EVENT APP

$30,000 . . . . . . . . Exclusive
The WPC Mobile App is an invaluable tool for all delegates. It includes complete program
information, including abstracts and PowerPoint presentations, a detailed list of sponsors
& exhibitors, as well a list of attendees with options for messaging and B2B.
Supporter Recognition: Recognized on the WPC website, in the WPC eNews, in the final
program, and on event signage. Recognized on splash page upon opening the app as
well as visibility in all mobile app promotions. The mobile app sponsor will also be able
to send 1 push notification per day to attendees.

MOBILE EVENT
APP VISIBILITY

$600 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 per exhibitor
Add your company or organization logo to your exhibitor profile for maximum brand
recognition.

7

WPC 2019.ORG

$18,000 . . . . . . . . Exclusive
The WPC 2019 website is one of the first and most frequent touch points for delegates,
speakers and stakeholders prior to the congress. Your logo will be seen by every visitor
of the website as they go to learn about WPC 2019.
Supporter Recognition: Recognized on the landing page, beginning immediately, right
through the congress.
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PRINT & DIGITAL ADVERTISING
OPPORTUNITIES
Special discount offered to our supporters and exhibitors (see page 32).

8

DELEGATE BAG
PRINTED INSERT

See below . . . . . . . . Maximum 15
No product advertisements permitted. An opportunity to provide each attendee with
company literature piece in the delegate bags that will be distributed to all attendees. Bag
insert must be pre-approved by the WPC. Final copies of literature item must be supplied
by Supporter two months prior to the congress (April 1, 2019). The specifications of item
must be provided upon reservation. Shipping is the responsibility of the Supporter.
SIZE/DESCRIPTION

PRICE

Postcard up to 4 x 6 in. (10.16 x 15.24 cm)

$2,500

2-sided flyer (maximum size 8 ½ x 11 in.)

$2,750

Brochure (maximum size 8 ½ x 11 in.)

$2,750

Three-dimensional item (e.g. CD or USB)

$3,500

9

WPC BLOG
ADVERTISEMENT

Have your digital ad viewed by the readers of the new WPC Blog. WPC bloggers are some
of the most respected experts in the Parkinson’s field today. Don’t miss out on this new
and exciting WPC endeavor. Visit the blog at www.WorldPDCongress.org.
LENGTH OF ADVERTISING

PRICE

One month

$1,000

Three months (consecutive)

$2,600

Six months (consecutive)

$5,000

One year (consecutive)

$10,000

10

WPC eNEWS

Reach the WPC community across the world with a digital banner in the WPC monthly
eNews!
LENGTH OF ADVERTISING

PRICE

One month

$600

Three months

$1,600

Nine months

$4,000

One year

$5,500
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SUPPORT LEVELS
The World Parkinson Coalition wishes to thank you for your generous support of
the 5th World Parkinson Congress.

PREMIER
DIAMOND
PLATINUM
GOLD
SILVER
BRONZE
FRIENDS

Support totaling $325,000+
Support totaling $250,000+
Support totaling $175,000+
Support totaling $100,000+
Support totaling $50,000+
Support totaling $20,000+
Support under

$5,000 +

NEW PREMIER

LEVEL

Be WPC’s first and only
Premier Sponsor. Position
yourself as the leading supporter
of the Parkinson’s community.
Opportunities to connect with
WPC’s leading patient
advocates prior to
and during the
WPC 2019.

There are two ways to achieve a support level:
1. Supporters can be recognized by paying an amount associated with one of the
levels listed above. They will benefit from the visibility associated with that level on
pages 31– 32.
2. Supporters can also obtain a level cumulatively by selecting a variety of items listed
in the prospectus. In this case, the supporter will earn recognition at the appropriate
support level title, as well as all visibility and privileges associated with each item
supported.
Note: Special discounts for exhibit space offered for each level. See chart on the
following pages for support level benefits.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
FOR SUPPORTERS

Companies wishing to participate as supporters of the Congress should contact
Elizabeth Pollard at the WPC to discuss individual needs and requirements. Tailor-made
support opportunities can be offered.
A personalized support agreement will be issued directly from the WPC.

Taxes
Consumption tax in Japan, known in other countries as VAT, GST, or sales tax, is 10%.
When applicable, taxes will be added to prices shown in this prospectus.

Cancellation Policy
All cancellations must be made in writing to the address below. If a cancellation is made,
the WPC shall retain the following percentages, based on the timeline below.
Before December 1, 2018:
50% of contract value retained by WPC
December 1, 2018 up to WPC 2019:
100% of contract value retained by WPC

Guidelines and Code of Ethics
The WPC 2019 will be open to all members of the Parkinson’s community, this includes
people living with Parkinson’s. All delegates have full access to all areas of the Congress,
including the Exhibit Hall.
Delegates will have color-coded badges, allowing exhibitors to know who they are
speaking to prior to engaging in a conversation (colors subject to change).
Pharmaceutical companies wishing to exhibit must adhere to WPC guidelines to not
promote treatment options directly to patients. It is advised that exhibitors who are
concerned about the mixed audience speak with their own legal counsel to better
understand the guidelines pharmaceutical companies are expected to follow in Japan
when interacting with non-health professionals.
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SUPPORT LEVEL BENEFITS
PREMIER

$325,000

+

DIAMOND PLATINUM

GOLD

$250,000

$175,000

$100,000

+

+

+

SILVER

BRONZE

FRIEND

+

+

+

$50,000

$20,000

$5,000

PRE-EVENT
Use of the phrase “____
Supporter of the WPC 2019”
on corporate materials
until December 31 2019
(subject to approval by
the WPC)

•

•

•

•

Opportunity to send a
promotional e-mail prior
to the congress (one-time
mailing must be done through
the WPC mailing house at
expense of company)

•

•

•

•

Use of WPC 2019 logo on
corporate materials (subject
to approval by the WPC)
until December 31 2019

•

•

•

•

•

•

Recognition in monthly
WPC eNews

•

•

•

•

•

•

Recognition in the WPC 2019
preliminary and final program

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Company recognized
on WPC website

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Company recognized on
the WPC mobile app

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

Company name listed on
the WPC mobile app

Company logo with
weblink to preferred or
specially designed
company page
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SUPPORT LEVEL BENEFITS
PREMIER

$325,000

+

DIAMOND PLATINUM
$250,000

$175,000

3 DAYS

2 DAYS

+

+

GOLD

$100,000

+

SILVER

BRONZE

FRIEND

+

+

+

$50,000

$20,000

$5,000

ON-SITE
Unique meeting with WPC’s
leading patient advocates
prior to and/or during the
WPC 2019

•

Premier badge ribbon for
company representatives

•

Use of a hospitality suite

4 DAYS

Invitations to WPC
Leadership Reception

8 TICKETS

4 TICKETS 2 TICKETS

1 TICKET

Company recognized on
transition slides in plenary
and meeting rooms

•

•

Acknowledgement on signage
at the convention center

•

•

•

•

Priority exhibit space
assignment (deadline
December 1 2018)

•

•

•

•

Discount on all print and
advertising opportunities

25%

20%

20%

Discount on exhibit
space rental

25%

20%

20

Opportunity to send email
piece to delegates post
WPC (via WPC)
Recognized in the WPC 2022
prospectus as a supporter
of the WPC 2019

Complimentary full
congress registrations

•

•

•

15%

15%

10%

10%

20%

15%

15%

10%

10%

12

8

6

3

2

1

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

POST-EVENT
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EXHIBIT OPPORTUNITIES
REASONS
TO EXHIBIT
AT THE
WPC 2019

COMPANIES
ELIGIBLE TO
PARTICIPATE ARE
MANUFACTURERS
OR DISTRIBUTORS
OF:

The exhibition gives World Parkinson Congress delegates the opportunity to learn
about the latest developments in medical supplies and equipment, pharmaceuticals, and
medical publishing. WPC supports your investment in a variety of ways:
n

Innovative programming, advertising, and promotion drawing more than
3,500 Parkinson’s experts, including health professionals, researchers, and
people with Parkinson’s from throughout the world

n

Commercial exhibit space designed to enhance delegate flow to booth area
ensuring maximum visibility to target audience for three days of exhibits

n

Posters and tea/coffee breaks placed in the exhibit hall to ensure repeated exposure

n

Exhibit hall located in proximity to meeting rooms resulting in increased traffic

n

Admission to welcome reception and poster sessions

n

Limited admission to plenaries, lectures, parallel sessions, and workshops

n

An affordable and attractive destination for delegates, supporters, and exhibitors alike

n

Medical supplies or equipment

n

Pharmaceuticals

n

Laboratory equipment or instruments

n

Medical software

n

Biology kits and reagents

n

Publishers of medical books and journals

n

Alternative delivery systems (home care, hospice)

n

Parkinson research centers, Parkinson-focused nonprofit associations,
and other advocacy groups

WPC

2019

PRELIMINARY
EXHIBIT SCHEDULE

(Subject to change)

EXHIBITOR SET-UP

EXHIBITION HOURS

Monday, June 3, 2019
8:00 AM – 10:00 PM

WELCOME RECEPTION
Tuesday, June 4, 2019
7:00 – 9:00 PM

( Further details to come in the Exhibitor Manual)

Tuesday, June 4, 2019
8:00 AM – 4:00 PM

EXHIBIT TEAR DOWN
Friday, June 7, 2019
2:30 – 11:30 PM
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EXHIBITION OPEN
Wednesday, June 5, 2019
11:00 AM – 6:45 PM
Thursday, June 6, 2019
11:00 AM – 6:45 PM
Friday, June 7, 2019
11:00 AM – 2:30 PM
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EXHIBIT OPPORTUNITIES
EXHIBITION
FLOORPLAN
EXHIBITION
RATE

A preliminary floor plan will be available on the website WPC2019.org

STANDARD Exhibit Space (space only)
SIZE

PRICE

# OF
EXHIBITOR
BADGES

# OF FULL
CONGRESS
REGISTRATIONS

Before
Dec 1,
2018

As of
Dec 1,
2018

3mx3m
(approx. 10’ x 10’)

$3,400

$3,900

2

1

6mx3m
(approx. 20’ x 10’)

$6,800

$7,800

4

2

6mx6m
(approx. 20’ x 20’)

$13,600

$15,800

8

4

6mx9m
(approx. 20’ x 30’)

$20,400

$23,400

12

6

Additional
space

$377.78
per m2

$433.33
per m2

Additional			
exhibitor only 			
badges

USD $200
per badge

Each badge gives access to the following:
n Access to tea/coffee breaks in exhibit area
n Invitation to Welcome Reception
Discounts on Exhibit Space
See chart on page 32 for applicable discount based on sponsor support level.
40% discount offered to charity or non-profit organizations on exhibiting; registration
still required.
Visibility for Exhibitors
n 50-word company description in the Final Program
n Exhibitor listing and web link on the WPC website
n Exhibitor listing and web link in the WPC Mobile App
n Listing on the WPC 2022 Exhibitor & Sponsor Prospectus as past exhibitor
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EXHIBIT OPPORTUNITIES
ORGANIZATIONAL PARTNERS (OP)
Official WPC 2019 partners will be offered one complimentary 4 ft table with 1 chair for
exhibiting in the “WPC Partners Section”. This entitlement requires registration of the staff
and is only offered to active OPs pending approval. See requirements below.
Space is limited to 20 OPs and will be offered on a ‘first-come, first-served’ basis. Partners
that wish for additional space will be required to purchase the Charity/Non-profit stand
space as detailed on page 34.
Requirements to secure complimentary space in “WPC Partners” section:
1. Complete the OP Booking Form and Promotional Template available on the web site
2. Upon receipt of the forms above, your request will be sent to the WPC for approval
3. Once approved, we will proceed with assigning your space on a first-come, first-served
basis
4. Must post details about the WPC on organization website calendar and/or events page
5. Must post details about the WPC 2019 on organizations social media outlets
6. Must include details about the WPC 2019 in eNews or hard copy newsletter to
its members
SALES LEAD SCANNER
A state-of-the-art sales lead retrieval system will be available to all exhibitors. The
system utilizes a scanner wand that scans the bar code that is printed directly onto the
attendee’s badge. The system will record encoded information of all delegates who visit
your booth. Information on ordering this service will be included in the Exhibitor Services
Online Manual.

STAND OUT
FROM OTHER
EXHIBITORS

10%

DISCOUNT OFFERED
To our exhibitors for all print and
digital advertising opportunities
(see pages 27, 28, 29).
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
FOR EXHIBITORS

Companies wishing to exhibit at the Congress should visit, WPC2019.org to view the
floorplan and to download the Exhibitor and Organizational Partner booking forms.
These forms will only be available via the WPC 2019 website. Exhibit regulations will be
clearly listed on the booking forms.

Taxes
Consumption tax in Japan, known in other countries as VAT, GST or sales tax, is a flat
8% on all items. Stores are required to list the after-tax price, so what you see is what
you should pay. Note that the consumption tax rate is scheduled to increase to 10% in
April 2017.

Cancellation Policy for Exhibit Space
All cancellations must be made in writing to the address below. In the event of a cancellation, the WPC shall retain the following percentages, based on the timeline below.
Before Dec 1, 2018:
50% of contract value
As of Dec 1, 2018 up to dates of WPC 2019:
100% of contract value
Send notice of cancellation:
WPC 2019 Congress Secretariat
1555 Peel Street, Suite 500, Montréal QC H3A 3L8, Canada
Fax: +1 514-287-1248
exhibit@worldpdcoalition.org

Guidelines and Code of Ethics
The WPC 2019 will be open to all members of the Parkinson’s community, including
people living with Parkinson’s. All Congress delegates have full access to all areas of the
Congress, including the Exhibit Hall.
Delegates, pending registration category (health professional versus non-health
professionals) will have color-coded badges, allowing exhibitors to know whom they are
speaking to prior to engaging in a conversation.
Pharmaceutical companies wishing to exhibit must adhere to WPC guidelines to not
promote treatment options directly to patients through signage and other printed
materials. It is advised that exhibitors who are concerned about the mixed audience
speak with their own legal counsel to better understand the guidelines pharmaceutical
companies are expected to follow when interacting with non-health professionals while
exhibiting in Japan.
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PAST SUPPORTERS AND
EXHIBITORS WPC 2016
SUPPORTERS

PLATINUM

BRONZE

AbbVie
ACADIA Pharmaceuticals Inc.
Acorda Therapeutics Inc.

American Parkinson Disease Association
Biogen
Boston Scientific
Edmond J. Safra Foundation
GE Healthcare, Life Sciences
Global Kinetics Corporation
International Parkinson and Movement Disorder Society
Medtronic
The Michael J. Fox Foundation for Parkinson’s Research
National Institutes of Health
National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke
National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders
Parkinson’s Resources of Oregon
Travel Portland
US WorldMeds

GOLD
Cynapsus Therapeutics Inc.
Lundbeck LLC

SILVER
ADAMAS Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Parkinson’s Foundation
St. Jude Medical
UCB, Inc.

ASSOCIATE

FRIENDS
EXHIBITORS
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444 Parkinson’s Foundation
Intel
LSVT Global
Northwest Parkinson’s Foundation

Parkinson Canada
Parkinson Creative Collective
Stephen McCarthy & Lucinda Parker McCarthy
The Kenneth Aidekman Family Foundation

Patricia Davies
Robert Gardino, MBA
Leonore Gordon

AbbVie
AbbVie Parkinson’s Disease Advocate Program
ACADIA Pharmaceuticals Inc.
Acorda Therapeutics Inc.
Alexander Technique for Parkinson’s
American Parkinson Disease Association (APDA)
APDM, Inc.
Boston Scientific
Brian Grant Foundation
CliniCrowd
Comfort Linen
Davis Phinney Foundation
Exomotion dba Thomashilfen North America
GE Healthcare, Life Sciences
Global Kinetics Corporation
GZ Sobol Parkinson’s Network
Home Instead Senior Care
Impax Specialty Pharma
In-Step Mobility Products, Inc.
International Parkinson and Movement
Disorder Society
IOS Press
Kyowa Kirin, Inc.
LifeWalker Mobility Products
Liftware
LSVT Global, Inc.
Lundbeck LLC
Medtronic
Neuroderm Ltd
Neurology Reviews

NeuroScience Associates, Inc.
NW Permanente, P.C. Physicians and Surgeons
Oregon Health & Science University
Parkinson Canada
Parkinson Voice Project
Parkinson’s Foundation
Parkinson’s Resources of Oregon
PeaceHealth
Power Through Project
ProtoKinetics Gait Analysis Walksays
Providence Brain and Spine Institute
PWR! Gym – Parkinson Wellness Recovery
Radio Parkies
Rare Patient Voice, LLC
Rock Steady Boxing, Inc.
Sanofi Genzyme
Senior Helpers
Smart Patients
SpeechVive
St.Jude Medical
Swedish Medical Center DBS Clinic
Teva Neuroscience
The Assistance Fund
The BioCollective, LLC
The Cure Parkinson’s Trust and Parkinson’s Movement
The Michael J. Fox Foundation for Parkinson’s Research
UCB, Inc.
US WorldMeds
World Parkinson Coalition
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WORLD PARKINSON COALITION PARTNERS
List of Organizational Partners at the WPC 2016.
444 Parkinson’s Foundation
ACEPAR
AGILE: Chartered Physiotherapists Working With Older People
Agrupación Amigos de Parkinson
Africa Parkinson’s Disease Foundation
Albanian Society of Neurology
Alliance for Aging Research
American Association for Geriatric Psychiatry
American Association of Neuroscience Nurses
American Brain Coalition
American Neurological Association
American Parkinson Disease Association, Inc.
American Physical Therapy Association
American Society of Neuroimaging
American Speech Language Hearing Association
Antiparkinson Romanian Asociation
Argentine Neurological Society
Asociación de Familiares y Enfermos de Parkinson de Albacete
Asociación Mexicana de Trastornos de Movimiento
Asociación Parkinson Valencia
Asociación Provincial Parkinson Jaen
Associació Catalana per al Parkinson
Associação Brasil Parkinson (Brazilian Parkinson Disease Association)
Association of Physiotherapists in Parkinson’s Disease Europe
Association Tunisie Parkinson
Australasian Neuroscience Nurses Association
Austrian Parkinson’s Disease Society
Austrian Society of Neurology
Basal Ganglia Disorders Program
BMRI Parkinson’s Disease Research Clinic University of Sydney
Booth Gardner Parkinson’s Care Center
Brain Support Network
Brazilian Movement Disorders Group, Brazilian Academy of Neurology
Brian Grant Foundation
British & Irish Neurologists’ Movement Disorders Group
British Association of Neuroscience Nurses
British Geriatrics Society Movement Disorders Section
Brooklyn Parkinson Group
Bulgarian Neurological Society
California Institute for Regenerative Medicine
Canadian Movement Disorder Society
Caregiver Action Network
Clinical Centre for Research Excellence in Gait Analysis & Rehabilitation
Community Transcultural Support Services
Courageous Steps for Parkinson’s
Critical Path Institute
Croatian Organization of Patients with Movement Disorders
Croatian Parkinson’s and us Association
Cyprus Parkinson’s Disease Association
Dallas Area Parkinsonism Society
Dance for PD®/Mark Morris Dance Group
DANMODIS Danish Movement Disorder Society
Davis Phinney Foundation
Delta Hungarian Parkinson Association
Deutsche Parkinson Gesellschaft (German Parkinson Society)
Drustvo Trepetlika, Parkinson’s Disease Society of Slovenia
Dutch Movement Disorders Group
Edmond J. Safra Philanthropic Foundation
Epikouros – Kinisis
European Foundation for Health and Exercise
European Parkinson’s Disease Association
Federation française des groupements de parkinsoniens
Finnish Parkinson Association
Fondazione Grigioni per il Morbo di Parkinson
Friends of Parkinson’s Inc.
GZ Sobol’s Parkinson’s Network

Hong Kong Parkinson’s Disease Association
Hong Kong Parkinson’s Disease Foundation
Houston Area Parkinson Society
Indiana Parkinson Foundation
InMotion
International Association of Parkinsonism and Related Disorders
International Neurological Physical Therapy Association
Internationale Parkinson Fonds Nederland
Israel Parkinson Association (IPA)
Italian Association for Parkinson’s Disease and
Extrapyramidal Disorders
Japan Parkinson Disease Association
Kaiser Permanente Northern California Neuroscience Movement
Disorders Program
Kompetenznetz Parkinson (German Parkinson Study Group)
Korean Movement Disorder Society
Korean Parkinson’s Disease Association
Legacy Health
Light of Day Foundation
Lithuanian Parkinson’s Disease Society
Litvan Neurological Research Foundation
LSVT Global Inc.
Malaysian Parkinson’s Disease Association
Mazowieckie Stowarzyszenie Osob z Choroba Parkinsona
Meadowlark Hills Parkinson’s Program
Melvin Weinstein Parkinson’s Foundation
Melvin Yahr International Parkinson’s Disease Foundation
Michigan Parkinson Foundation
Move4Parkinson’s Foundation Limited
Movement Disorders Program-Kingston Centre-Southern
Movers & Shakers Inc.
Muhammad Ali Parkinson Center
Multiple Sclerosis and Parkinson’s Canterbury
National Alliance for Caregiving
National Parkinson Foundation
National Parkinson Foundation Central and Southeast Ohio
Negeri Sembilan Parkinson’s Society Malaysia
Neuro Challenge Foundation
Neuroscience Nursing Foundation
New Mexico Parkinson’s Disease Coalition
NIH National Institutes of Neurological Disorders and Stroke
Northwest Parkinson’s Foundation
Norwegian Parkinson Association
Pakistan Parkinson’s Society
ParkiLife Australia Pty Ltd
Parkinson & Movement Disorder Alliance
Parkinson Alberta
Parkinson Association of the Carolinas
Parkinson Association of the Rockies
Parkinson Canada
Parkinson Educational Program of Greater Cleveland
Parkinson Fonds Deutschland
Parkinson Foundation of the National Capital Area
Parkinson Patients Support Organization – Ethiopia
Parkinson Pipeline Project
Parkinson Research Consortium
Parkinson Research Foundation
Parkinson Selbsthilfe Österreich Dachverband
Parkinson Society British Columbia
Parkinson Study Group
Parkinson Support Center of Kentuckiana
Parkinson Switzerland
Parkinson Vereniging
Parkinson Voice Project
Parkinson Wellness Recovery

Parkinson Young Onset Support Group of CT Inc.
Parkinson’s ACT Inc.
Parkinson’s Association of Ireland
Parkinson’s Association of San Diego
Parkinson’s Australia
Parkinson’s Awareness Association of Central Indiana
Parkinson’s Creative Collective
Parkinson’s Disease and Movement Disorder Society – India
Parkinson’s Disease and Related Disorders Association of South Africa
Parkinson’s Disease Foundation
Parkinson’s Disease Nurse Specialist Association
Parkinson’s Disease Society Singapore
Parkinson’s New South Wales Inc.
Parkinson’s New Zealand
Parkinson’s Queensland Inc.
Parkinson’s Resources of Oregon
Parkinson’s Resource Organization
Parkinson’s South Australia
Parkinson’s Tasmania Inc.
Parkinson’s UK
Parkinson’s Victoria
Parkinson’s Western Australia
Parkinsonsonline Österreich
People Living with Parkinsons
People with Parkinson’s Inc.
Perak Parkinson’s Association
Peruvian Neurological Society
Power for Parkinson’s
Project Spark Foundation
Radio Parkies
Rock Steady Boxing Inc.
Run for Parkinson’s Global
Shake it Up Australia Foundation
Society of Indian Neurosciences Nurses
SOLAMA Sociedad Latinoamericana de Movimientos
Southeast Parkinson Disease Association Inc.
Southland Multiple Sclerosis Society Inc.
Spolecnost Parkinson, o.s.
Spotlight YOPD
Stitchting Parkinson’s On the Move
Struthers Parkinson’s Center
Summit for Stem Cell
Swedish Parkinson Research Foundation
Swedish Parkinson’s Disease Association (Parkinson Forbundet)
Taiwan Neurological Society
Taiwan Parkinson Association
The Barbados Parkinson’s Trust & Support Group
The Cure Parkinson’s Trust
The International Parkinson and Movement Disorder Society
The Michael J. Fox Foundation for Parkinson’s Research
The Michael Stern Parkinson’s Research Foundation
The Movement Disorder Society of Australia
The Parkinson Alliance
The Parkinson Council
The Parkinson Life Center of Southern New Jersey
Turkish Society of Parkinson’s Disease
Unidos Contra el Parkinson
VA Parkinson’s Disease Research, Education and Clinical Center
Well Spouse Association
Wilkins Parkinson’s Foundation
Wisconsin Parkinson Association
World Confederation for Physical Therapy
World Federation of Neuroscience Nurses
World Parkinson Disease Association
World Parkinson’s Education Program

For more information on these organizations, please refer to the World Parkinson Coalition website at www.worldpdcoalition.org/partners
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thanks you
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for your support

5th WORLD
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C ONGRESS

Kyoto, Japan

SUPPORT
ENQUIRIES

Elizabeth Pollard, Executive Director
World Parkinson Coalition, Inc.
1359 Broadway, Suite 1509, New York, NY 10018 USA
Tel: +1 212-923-4700 – Fax: +1 212-923-4778
eli@worldpdcoalition.org
EXHIBITION
SALES

WPC 2019 Exhibition Sales
1555 Peel Street, Suite 500, Montréal, QC H3A 3L8 Canada
Tel: +1 514-287-9898 ext. 225 – Fax: +1 514-287-1248
exhibit@worldpdcoalition.org

